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11-7-2017 · hahha this isn't going to be helpful at all, but i also get those odd, tender spots on my
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Pain in the right side of the head can be caused by a few different conditions such as migraine.
Learning about your symptoms and determining the frequency in . Jul 7, 2017. Learn what's
causing headaches on the right side of your head.. Headaches can cause a dull throbbing or an
intense ache and pain in different. Cluster headaches are often painful and involve only one side
of your head.
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Thank you for very helpful posts. I will definitely be trying some form of peppermint. I am certainly
grateful that my pain is dull rather than extreme.
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Aug 8, 2011. I have a headache on the right side of my head, as well as soreness in my. Full
Question: What do you think is the cause of waking up each . Dec 20, 2012. See which painful
symptoms could indicate a health emergency.. (such as a visual aura), sudden, severe head pain
can signal a brain aneurysm.. But if you feel as if you're being skewered in your right side, and
you're . Sep 30, 2015. Headaches that are accompanied by a painful red eye typical tension
headache produces a dull, squeezing pain on both sides of the head.
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Sep 30, 2015. Headaches that are accompanied by a painful red eye typical tension headache
produces a dull, squeezing pain on both sides of the head. Aug 8, 2011. I have a headache on
the right side of my head, as well as soreness in my. Full Question: What do you think is the
cause of waking up each .
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Thank you for very helpful posts. I will definitely be trying some form of peppermint. I am certainly
grateful that my pain is dull rather than extreme. Tingling right hand with ache in arm, arm pit and
front right of chest, and pain in back by shoulder blade and side of neck.
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Aug 8, 2011. I have a headache on the right side of my head, as well as soreness in my. Full
Question: What do you think is the cause of waking up each . Pain in right side of head can be
due to 6 common causes, like migraines, dull pain, a feeling of pressure in the head, tightness on
forehead, side of the. Tension headache can also cause tenderness of your shoulder muscles or
scalp.
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